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Abstraction: 1. A sununary of an idea. 2. A distillation of a
basic idea or parti into its most significant or telling parts.
Acropolis: The citadel of an ancient Greek city, usually
containing a sacred site.
Additive fonn: Characterized by a basic process which in
volves adding simple solids together to make a more complex
whole. Objects can be seen as being attached to other objects.
Aedicula, aedicule: Literally, Latin for 'little house',
commonly used to signify a small temple-like structure in
which columns or pilasters support a pedimented roof.
Agora: An
area, used as a market and
of
assembly in ancient Greece.
Agrarian Ideal: Promulgated by Thomas Jefferson and
other founding fathers, the Agrarian Ideal celebrated the vir
tue, industry and simplicity of agricultural life. The health
and piety of self-sufficient farmers in decentralized agricul
tural settlements was opposed to the dependency, vice and
impurity fostered by crowded, unhygienic urban conditions,
such as those that typified European metropolises in the
eighteenth century.
Aisle: A passageway or corridor
to the nave of a
church or basilica, and separated from it
a colonnade or
arcade.
or verbal depiction or discussion
Allegory: A
of one subject under the
of another. A fable or any
other symbolic narrative.
Ambiguity: Equivocal or uncertain in meaning. William
Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity outlines how ambiguity
may create richness and poetic meaning.
Ambulatory: The aisle around the chancel or choir of a
Latin cross church.
Amphitheater: an oval or circular shaped outdoor per
formance area surrounded by sloping tiers of seats,
semi-circular in form and sited to take advantag:e of natural
basins in the topography.
Analytic Cubism: A form of Cubism typified by the
work of Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso from 1909-1911.
Characterized by a restricted palette of neutral colors, mul

tiple points of view, fragmentation and transparency, figural
subject matter is disintegrated and re-presented in flattened,
ambiguous pictorial space. See Cubism.
Angst: German for 'fear' or 'anxiety', used by psycholo
gists to refer to the lingering dread characteristic of the
modem condition
Annular: Ring-shaped.
Anthropomorphic: The ascription of human characteris
tics or human form to things or beings that are not human.
Apse: A semi-circular or polygonal niche, usually found
in a Roman basilica at both ends of the nave, and in a Chris
tian church at the end of the nave behind the choir, and / or at
both ends of the transept, and at the ends of chapels.
Aqueduct: A masonry structure which supports an arti
ficial channel for the transport of water,
Arcade: A linear arrangement of arches supported
columns or piers, free-standing or engaged in a larger
tectural composition.
Arcadia: A ___ .•,-, __ 1 place which exemolifies
and rustic innocence of the
mountainous district in ancient Greece famed for its easeful,
peaceful way of life.
Arch: An architectural construction built to span an
opening. Often semi-circular, it can be built of wedge
shaped blocks (voussoirs), bricks, or other stone. The weight
of the structure requires both vertical support in the form of
walls, columns, or piers, and lateral support for the thrust,
called buttressing.
Archaic: Old-fashioned or primitive; in Greek art and
architecture, a period from 600 to 500 RC
Archetype: A model or primal form of which all
of the same species are
The archetype contains essen
tial characteristics which are primitive, general, and
universal rather than particular or specialized.
Architectonic: Having qualities specific to architecture.
Architecture parlante: Literally, French for 'speaking ar
chitecture'; an architectural theory popular in Revolutionary
France which linked the formal development and ornamen
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tation of a building to the expression and representation of its
function.
Architrave: 1. Horizontal component of the architectural
Orders which spans from column to column; the lowest part
of the entablature. 2. Molding around a door or window.
Arcuation: A constructional system reliant on arches
and vaults.
Arena: The stage or space in the center of a Greek or
Roman amphitheater.
Arithmetic mean: A proportioning system which relates
three terms so that the relationship of the middle term to the
extremes is:
B-A= C-B, as in 2:1 = 3:2.
Articulation: The surface expression of underlying
structure or joints, or the way in which the parts are shown
to relate to the whole, etc. The clarification of various rela
tionships within a wall or built structure.
Asceticism: The practice of rigorous self-denial, absti
nence, austerity, and the mortification of the flesh.
Association, Associationism: An architectural theory
which governed the adoption of historicist styles so that the
function and decorum of the building could be most legibly
expressed.
Asymmetry: Not symmetrical; one half of the image is
not a mirror image of the other along a central dividing line
or axis.
Atelier: French for 'studio' or 'workshop'.
Atrium: The courtyard of an ancient Roman or Etruscan
house; enclosed open public space in a multi-story building.
Avant-garde: Literally, 'the vanguard'; often used in ref
erence to progressive architectural movements which arose
in the 1910's, 1920's and 1930's and which took an adversarial
stance towards architectural history and tradition.
Axiality: Relationship or organization along an axis, i.e.
a conceptual connecting or dividing line.
Axis: 1. The line or segment about which a rotated body
or form is turned. 2. A line which bisects a body or form
along which symmetry or asymmetry is determined. 3. A
structure or datum along which objects are arranged. 4. A
line connecting two points.
Axis mundi: A vertical axis which connects the earth
with the sky.
Axonometric: A paraline drawing; a geometric, architec
tural drawing which represents the three-dimensional
appearance of objects in such a way that vertical lines remain
vertical, parallel lines remain parallel, and all lines parallel to
the X, Y and Z axes are drawn to scale.
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Balustrade: A railing comprised of a series of balusters,
or short posts.
Baptistery: A building or part of a church used for bap
tisms; often a free-standing octagonal building adjacent to a
church.
Bar/object organization: An architectural parti which
makes use of a linear datum to organize more figural ele
ments in the composition.
Baroque: A style developed in sixteenth century Italy,
characterized by exaggerated ornamental, pictorial and sce
nographic effects, the bold use of light, the dynamic interplay
of forms and masses, and complex columnar rhythms.
Barrel vault: The horizontal extension of an arch be
comes a barrel vault which requires both continuous support
along its length and (usually) buttreSSing.
Base: From the Greek ''basis'', literally meaning "some
thing upon which one stands", the lower portion of any
building or architectural element, such as a column base.
Basilica: Originally a Roman public meeting place and
hall of Justice, the basilica is a rectangular building with a
nave, side aisles and one or more apse.. The basilican form
was adopted as the basic church plan in Early Christian ar
chitecture, with nave, central apse, and side aisles. In both
Roman and Christian basilicas, the massing of the elevation
usually reflects the disposition of the plan in that both em
body A-B-A proportional systems, with A<B.
Bastide: A French medieval new town, for trade or mili
tary activities, usually laid out on a four-square grid,
following the model of the Roman camp.
Bay: The space on a wall between two vertical elements;
the space between structural columns in a column grid.
Beam: A horizontal structural support or member.
Bearing wall: A wall which acts as a structural support.
Beaux-Arts: French for 'Fine Arts', used in reference to
style promulgated by the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the French
academy of architecture which favored the use of the classi
cal orders, elaborate symmetries, axial organizations, heavy
poche and great pomp.
Biomorphic: Form derived from that of a living organ
ism. See zoomorphic, vegemorphic.
Bird's eye view: An elevated view point, similar to an
aerial view.
Bosque: A naturalistic wooded area in a garden design.
Bracket: A structural support projecting out from a wall,
often shaped like a scroll.
Brise soliel: A wall, sometimes louvered, designed to act
as a sun screen.
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Buttress: A support; a masonry mass which resists lat
eral thrust.
Byzantine: Pertaining to the Byzantine Empire, i.e. the
Eastern Roman Empire, after the fall of Rome in A.D. 476 ;
the style produced during the Byzantine Empire, character
ized by centralized plans, round arches, extensive vaulting,
and abundant use of painted or mosaic ornamentation.
Campanile: Italian for 'bell tower'.
Canopy: An overhanging cover or roof-like shelter
which may be attached to a building or free-standing .
Cantilever: 1. A structural system of support at only
one end. 2. A projecting beam or slab supported only at
one end. 2. A projecting bracket that supports a cornice,
balcony, or other small overhanging element.
Capital: From the Latin "caput", literally "head". The top
of a column or pilaster, usually elaborated according to one
of the architectural Orders.
Cardo: The main north-south street in the lay-out of a
Roman settlement.
Cartesian space: Based on the X, Y, Z coordinate system
of Rene Descartes, an infinitely expandable, infinitely homo
geneous space defined by a squared grid.
Caryatid: The figure of a woman used as a columnar
support.
Casino: A small garden house.
Castra: A Roman camp, usually organized as a four
square grid by the crossing of a major north-south road
(Cardo) and a major east-west road (Decumanus).
Cella: In Greek or Roman architecture, an interior
walled structure built within the temple, surrounded by col
onnades, to house a cult image.
Cellular. Made up of discrete repetitive units, or cells,
(small, regular, usually square or rectangular room units).
Cenotaph: A funerary monument.
Center: L The core or middle point or area. 2. An
important or principle point or space.
Centering: A temporary framework used during the
construction of masonry arches, vaults and domes.
Center line: A graphic or conceptual device that marks the
center to a composition; the center line may be the axis of
symmetry.
Centralized: 1. Dominated or controlled by a central
point or space. 2. Radiating from a central point or space.
Centralized plan: A building plan which is organized
around a central point.
Chancel: The eastern extension of a church beyond the
crossing which contains the altar and which is reserved for

the clergy; the part of a church which consists of the choir and
the ambulatory.
Chapter House: A building attached to a cathedral or
monastery which houses the meetings of the chapter (an as
sembly of monks, canons or representatives)
Character: An eighteenth and nineteenth century archi
tectural theory which held that the outward appearance and
style of a building should be a decorous expression of its
function.
Charette: French for 'little cart', the term comes from the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts where the charette was used to collect
drawings after the end of a fixed deadline. In architectural
schools and in practice, charette has come to mean the flurry
of sleepless activity that precedes a deadline.
Choir: In a Latin cross church the part of the church
reserved for the clergy, which extends eastwards from the
crossing towards the altar, ringed by the ambulatory.
Chthonic: Earth-dwelling; relating to the deities or
its or the underworld.
Circulation: The means of passage from one place to
another; the system of movement through a space or a series
of spaces.
. Cladding: The exterior surface or skin of a building, ap//
piled to a structural frame.
//
Classicism: 1. The adherence to principles of classical / /
literature and art, particularly Greek and Roman. 2. Archi- /
tecture comprised of the Classical Orders and Graeco-Roman(
building types, usually symmetrical or incorporating local!
symmetries, and thought to embody timelessness, perfection\
\
of proportion and serene dignity.
Clerestory window: In Egyptian temples, Roman basili- \.,
cas, and Christian basilican churches, the windows within the
"",
section of interior wall that rise above the adjacent roof line
(i.e. the wall between the nave and the side aisles).
Cloisters: Colonnaded walkways which surround a
courtyard in a monastery .
Clustered: A number of similar objects grouped together.
Coffer: An ornamental sunken panel in a ceiling or vault.
Collage: A composition made by the free assembly of
diverse elements and forms.
Colonnade: A series of columns spanned by lintels.
Colossal order: An architectural order that organizes
two or more stories of a building.
Column: A cylindrical support, usually consisting of
base, shaft, and capital.
Columniation: The rhythmic system of arranging col
umns.
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Composite Order: One of the five Roman Orders; a late
Roman mix of elements from Ionic and Corinthian Orders, it
is the tallest and most slender of the Orders.
Compression: A static force which tends towards the
reduction of volume and the increase in pressure.
of architectural elements in compression are masonry units
laid up in a wall, paving, columns, etc.
Constructivism: A Russian avant-garde movement
which flourished between the two world wars.
Core: The center or most important part In office buildings
or skyscrapers, fhe area fhat remains constant throughout, usu
ally forming an important structural unit and usually ~~h;~;~~
lobbies, elevators, stairs and mechanical systems.
Corinthian Order: The tallest and the slenderest of the
three Greek Orders, invented in Athens around 500 B.C. and
marked by acanthus leaf capitals. A later Roman develop
ment served as the prototype for the Renaissance
interpretation.
Cornice: The upper part of fhe entablature in Classical
architecture.
Corridor: A linear passageway which provides access to
rooms in a building. A single-loaded corridor has rooms
on one side; a double-loaded corridor has rooms on
both sides.
Cortile: Italian for courtyard, usually surrounded by a
colonnaded walkway.
Counterpoint: In musical theory, the art of combining
melodic lines; used more generally to describe the rhythmic
and textured interplay of two or more themes.
Counter-Reformation: A movement within the Roman
Catholic church aimed at opposing the Protestant Reforma
tion in the 16th century.
Courtyard: A walled exterior space next to or within a
castle or large house.
Crenellation: Saw-tooth openings in the parapet, usu
seen in medieval castellated architecture and other
fortifications.
Cross axis: A secondary axis orthogonal to the
axis of a building.
Crossing: The intersection of the nave, transepts, and
chancel in a cruciform church.
Cross section: Transverse section; a section cut fhrough
the short dimension of a building.
Cross vault: Groin vault; an arched ceiling or roof
formed by the perpendicular intersection of two barrel vaults
of identical size and shape, usually constructed of brick,
stone, or concrete.
Cruciform: Cross-shaped
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Crypt: The space beneath a
especially in
churches.
Cubism: A name mockingly invented in 1908
Henri
Matisse to describe the self-consciously modem school of art
led by Pablo Picasso and
Braque. Shunning imita
tive,
and perspectival representation, the Cubists
reduced and abstracted forms to simple, essential geometric
forms and patterns. According to G Apollonaire, a French
poet, member of the Cubist circle, and one of the first to write
about Cubism, the multiple points of view, overlapping,
transparent, flat layers, and
interpenetrating
ures evoked the fourth dimension, the dimen<;ion of
time. Hence the task of Cubism was not the representation of
outward appearances, but of inner essential structure. See
Cubism"
Cupola: Italian for dome.
Curtain wall: A non-structural enclosing membrane
off a stntctural frame; fhe outer wall of a medieval castle.
Cybernetics: The study of methods of control and com
munication, especially artificial
Datum: A neutral object or system (line, plane, or vol
ume) which acts as a means of organization of forms and
spaces due to its regularity and continuity.
Decentralization: To divide and distribute that which
had been concentrated; to
mass and power.
Deconstruction: A branch of late twentieth-century
French philosophy which makes use of mis-reading and
undecidability to extract meanings from a text. Often mis
used in architecture, Deconstruction sometimes refers to an
architectural style generated by the process of Deconstruc
tion; more typically the term is used to describe a style which
illustrates structures in decomposition by means of fragmen
tation, distortion and dynamic tension.
Decumanus: The principal east-west road in a Roman
settlement.
Dematerialization: Reduction of mass in the wall; fhe
tendency of the wall to become skeletal rather than solid.
De Stijl: A Dutch avant-garde movement popular in the
1920's and 1930's. See, "Neo-Plasticism".
Dialectic: A method of logical argumentation which op
poses thesis with antithesis to yield synthesis.
Dome: A hem i-spherical vault or cupola supported by a
circular wall or drum, or by corner supports.
Doric Order: The oldest, stoutest and most severe of the
three Greek Orders, characterized by the use of metopes and
triglyphs in the frieze (thought to be reminiscent of original
wood structural svstem) and mutules under the corona. The

Greek Doric has no base ilnd " f!ult'd sh.ll!
II,.. I.'"
Doric has a base, and a fluted or unflul,·d ~1t.11!
Drum: The cylindrical volume which SllI'I"1f1 .. 1' I, '.
Duomo: Italian for 'cathedral'.
Eaves: The overhang at the end of ,1,..,111
Eclectic: Comprised of dements from d iWI: ,I' '.' 'III' ,
following one system, but picking and cho"sil1),.I,"," ,,".If 1\
Ecole des Beaux Arts: The French sdw,,1 ", .11,1,,1.
which sponsored the design of grand, axial, d., ...,.. .1 '''.
in the nineteenth and early twentielh ('!lImY
Elevation: 1. An orthographic prnje'('[i'1I1
side of a building, drawn to scale with no ]" '1'''1'''' 11\
tion. 2. Any side of a building.
Elevation oblique: A kind OfaX(l11011H'1 til ,1,.1\
which the eleva lion of the building remains lllld,·.I,,, I," I
Enfilade: A circulation system lhrou)'." .1 I.. II
passage is provided by a regular ,I 1i),.11 II "'111 "I
through rooms, rather than by means of Sl'],,,rdl,,"
Enlightenment: A school of philosophY '" I".
teenth century which promulgated tl)(' '1""·,1,,
political authority, the virtue of nature, SCi"llll'" I ' " "I"
and rationalism; the period in which Enlij.(hll'lIlI 1<'11 I I"
was current.
Entablature: The upper part of an arcllll1"
usually dividedjnf;Q.architr.a.ve, frieze, iilnd n lI'IlI,I'
.----fl:fitas[s~
bulging one-third up til<' s)"II'
which enhances fhe apparent muscularity 01111<" "III"
counteracts the optical illusion of inward CUIY .111'" I
with straight columnar shafts.
Erosion: The process of wearing :;on1<'1 III II)'•. 11
exposure to a force such as wind, water, gl.\\'I('I·. ,'1,
metaphorically to describe any
dislorkd \ 1
surface which appears to have been created 11m.")',,, ,.,
Esquisse: A term from the Ecole dl's 11t'.II"\
was a quick, preparatory sketch 01 .1 .1'''''1',''
usually prepared
the students in .1 1"11 1" .•
few days. Over the next few months, sludt'III" .11 II.
des Beaux-Arts would have to claborall' lh.·
set forth in the
Exedra: A semi-circular or rectangul,1I ,,'1'"
with benches; an apse or niche in a church.
Expressionism: A school of art which .11"'," ""
in Germany at the begillllin)" "I 11"
based loosely on the theories of Wdlwllll \V
und Einfohillng, 1908) and W.,...tI\
(Uber das Gestige der Kunst. 1912). Violently .IIiI, "
pressionist artists made use of bold, U1H1dtllf.d ,,,I,,,
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which makes use of mis-reading and
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Greek Doric has no base and a fluted shaft. The Roman
Doric has a base, and a fluted or unfluted shaft.
Drum: The cylindrical volume which supports a dome.
Duomo: Italian for 'cathedral',
Eaves: The overhang at the end of a roof.
Eclectic: Comprised of elements from diverse sources; not
following one system, but picking and chOOSing from many.
Ecole des Beaux Arts: The French school of architecture
which sponsored the design of grand, axial, classical projects
in the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
Elevation: 1. An orthographic projection drawing of one
side of a building, drawn to scale with no perspectival distor
tion. 2. Any side of a building,
Elevation oblique: A kind ofaxonometric drawing in
which the elevation of the building remains undistorted.
Enfilade: A circulation system through a building
whereby passage is provided by a regular alignment of doors
through rooms, rather than by means of separate corridors.
Enlightenment: A school of philosophy in the cigh
teenth century which promulgated the questioning of
political authority, the virtue of nature, sdentific
and rationalism; the period in which Enlightenment philoso
was current.
Entablature: The upper part of an architectural order,
divided into architrave, frieze, and cornice,
Entasis: A bulging one-third up the shaft of a column
which enhances the apparent muscularity of the column and
counteracts the optical illusion of inward curvature present
with straight columnar shafts.
Erosion: The process of wearing something away by
exposure to a force such as wind, water, glaciers, etc.; used
metaphorically to describe any irregular, distorted volume or
surface which appears to have been created through erosion.
Esquisse: A term from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the
was a qUick, preparatory sketch of a design idea or
prepared by the students in a few hours or a
few days. Over the next few months, students at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts would have to elaborate the design scheme
set forth in the
Exedra: A semi-circular or rectangular recess,
with benches; an apse or niche in a church.
Expressionism: A school of art which arose most con
spicuously in Germany at the beginning of the century,
based loosely on the theories of Wilhelm Worringer
(Abstaktion und Einfilhlung, 1908) and Wassily Kandinsky
das Gestige der KUllst, 1912). Violently anti-realistic, Ex
pressionist artists made use of bold, un-natural color, abstract

forms, symbols, and gestures to evoke strong feelings, the
irrational and the visionary.
Facade: Literally, 'face', it is the outer surfilce of any
side of a building, usually the primary, or front elevation.
Fenestration: The design and system of arranging win
dows (and other openings) in a building's exterior surfaces.
Figure/ground: A graphic device which uses contrasting
tones of black and white to make evident the relationship
between occupied and empty space.
Figural object: An object (or building, or complex of
buildings) whose most imagable form arises from the con
figuration of its positive masS,
Figural space: An object (or building, or complex of
buildings) whose most imagable form arises from the con
figuration of a negative void, such as a courtyard, an urban
square, etc.
Finial: In Gothic architecture, an ornament which tops a
spire, i.e, a pinnacle, gable, etc.
Fluting, flutes: Vertical grooves cut into tht~ shaft of a
column,
Flying buttress: In Gothic churches, the structural mem
ber which transmits the thrust of the nave vault across the
side aisles to the solid pier buttresses at the outer perimeter
of the church. It forms a structural exoskeleton to allow for
the dematerialization of the walls,
Folly: A garden building, meant to be looked at as part
of the landscape, rather than occupied.
Foreshortening: In two_dimensional representation, the
distortion of relative sizes and the ilpparent diminution of
distant elements due to perspectival distortion.
Fortification: The art and science of designing defens~vc
architecture, i.e. castles walls, ramparts, barricades, etc. //
Forum: An ancient Roman gathering place whi>*l~rved
as a center of assembly for judicial and othe~ublic busi
nesses,
/
Fragmentation: The shattering or the ipparent shatter
ing of an entity into segments, shards/or parts, as it
violence.
Frame structure: A skeletal strucrral system (usually
trabeated) based on the assemblage f discrete horizontal
and vertical elements.
Free facade: One of Le Corbusier'~ five points of archi
tecture which states that a facade can '" independent from
the structural system of a building.
\
Free plan: One of Le Corbusier's five Pmq,l:s of
ture which states that a field of columns m'fiy -act as a
structural system of a building, leaving the partition walls
free to organize space,
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Fresco: A technique of wall and ceiling painting in
which pigment is applied directly to wet plaster.
Frieze: The middle part of a classical entablature.
Frontal: Having a single facade which is defined as pri
mary.
Functionalism:
A doctrine associated with Neue
Sachlichkeit (or 'New Objectivity') which promulgated an ob
jective, scientific approach to design so that form would
derive logically from use, structure and material, rather than
from the nostalgiC consideration of historicai styles, conven
tion, and ornament. Functionalist infatuation with the
methodology of engineering led Le Corbusier to declare that
"a house is a machine for living".
Futurism: An early twentieth-century Italian avant
garde movement in the arts. Futurism is characterized by a
love of progress, new technology, and speed; and a disdain
of tradition and weakness.
Gable: The triangular end wall of a building, formed
beneath two equal sloping sides of a pitched roof.
Gallery: 1. A wide passageway, used for the display of
art; 2. The upper level of seating in a church or theater.
Gambrel: A roof whose sides have two different slopes,
the lower one being steeper than the higher, and whose ends
are cut off in a vertical plane.
Gargoyle: In a Gothic cathedraL a grotesquely carved
figure which acts as a water spout to throw water off the
roof, away from the walls.
Geometric mean: A proportioning system which relates
three terms so that the relationship of the middle term to the
extremes is:
A:B; B:C as in 4:6:9.
Geometry: Literally, 'earth-measurement', Geometry is
the mathematical discipline which deals with measurements,
relationships and properties of pOints, lines, planes, angles,
and figures in space.
Genius Loci: Latin for the guardian deity or spirit of a
place, used to refer to the particular charms and characteris
tics of a place.
Glazing: The system of furnishing and fitting with glass;
the glassy surface of a structure.
Golden Mean: See Golden section.
Golden Rectangle: A rectangle whose proportions em
body the relationships of the golden section. A Golden
Rectangle can be infinitely decomposed into a square and
another smaller golden rectangle.
Golden Section: A proportion based on irrational num
bers, probably known to the Greeks and thought to be of
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Haptic: Solid, voIWl\\·III., .1",1... 1, .. "I I,.
touch.
Harmonic mean: A I'rnpHllIIllIllli' i d. III I 111,1\
three terms so that the n·I.,11I ,",,1.'1' .. I ,I .. ,.... 1.1'. ,••
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(B-A) I A (C-B)/C as III ,,1\ I '
Harmony of the Splwn'Il:' ;"" ",,"' I' ....
Hemicycle: Ascmi,nrnd.1I ,,,111'
Herm.eneutics: Tht' St'lt'tHt" \1111111'*1'11 i dlpil 111,1
ciphering of texts, symblll~; .• ".1'"'' "11.1.,,,

divine significance by Renaissance theorists, defined as a line
cut so that the ratio of the smaller section to the larger is the
same as the larger to the whole. The Golden Section governs
the relationship of parts in the Golden Rectangle, the penta
gram, and in patterns of natural growth, such as the spiral of
shells, the disposition of pine cone fronds, the brachiation of
certain trees, etc.
I-I
I
ABC

AB : BC

Herm.etic: Pertaininv. hi d' Itl'.4,;1 '\ ·I_!ll • II
Heterogeneity: All III .1.1111"", .. 1 ... Ii"" '" ".

BC : AB+BC

Gothic: In architecture, a style of Western European ar
chitecture prevalent from the 12th to the 16th centuries,
characterized by pointed aches, tall columns, and lofty verti
cal interior space (particularly used in reference to churches).
Gothic Revival: The reprisal of Gothic forms, ornament
and massing, especially in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies. In the eighteenth century the Gothic revival was often
inspired by an interest associational connections with a thrill
ing and mysterious historical period, and hence the
evocation of the sublime. In nineteenth-century England
John Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelites promoted the Gothic
Revival as a way to recover the moral well-being of the
worker; in France at the same time Eugene Viollet-Ie-Duc
promoted the Gothic Revival because of the rational struc
tural principles of the pointed arch, rib vault and buttress.
Grade: 1. The slope in a road or ground level. 2.
Ground level. 3. To decrease or regularize the slope or sur
face of an area of ground.
Graphics: Two dimensional compOSition; drawing, es
pecially incorporating alphabetic ciphers, words or graphs.
Greek cross: A cross with four equal aryt5,usuallyused:
in reference to a particular centralized chupCh plan.
Greek Revival: The reprisal of classpl Greek forms (es
pecially temples), ornament and massultg in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, often inspired by an interest in as
sociational connections with the Arcadian state of carefree
innocence in which the forms were thought to have arisen, or
to confer the stature and dignity of ancient Greek civilization
to the contemporary structures.
Grid: A framework of crossed lines; common architec
tural grids are 4-square and 9-square.
Groin vault. See cross vault.
Grotto: Italian for 'cave', a highly rusticated, cave-like
space in a garden, often underground and often containing
water.
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Haptic: Solid, volumetric, characterized by the sense of
touch.
Harmonic mean: A proportioning system which relates
three terms so that the relationship of the middle term to the
extremes is:
(B-A)/ A = (C-B)/C as in 6:8:12,
Harmony of the Spheres: See "microcosm".
Hemicyde: A semi-circular form.
Hermeneutics: The science of interpretation and the de
ciphering of texts, symbols, codes, and signs.
Hermetic: Pertaining to a closed system; self-referential.
Heterogeneity: All of a different nature or type.
Heterotopia: A place whose nature is not uniform, or
derly and consistent, but characterized by the disjunction of
fabric, the juxtaposition of scales, contrary, colliding ordering
systems, and a visual cacophony of elements in disunity.
Heuristic: Something which serves to aid discovery or
stimulate investigation.
Hierarchy: A system of things, spaces, or areas ranked
one above the other in series (of size, importance, use, etc.).
Hipped roof: A roof in which all surfaces slop to meet a
ridge.
Historicism: Relying on the past or history for a basis or
justification; in architectural deSign, the revival of styles or
motifs drawn from history.
Homogeneity: Sameness, all of the same nature or type.
Horizon line: In perspective drawing, the line which di
vides earth from sky.
Humanism: A philosophy or system of thought in
which the human position, values, and interests are believed
to be of primary importance; Specifically refers to Renais
sance developments of science and philosophy, and studies
of ancient Greece and Rome.
Hybrid: Anything comprised of elements from two or
more different, incongmous sources.
Hypostyle: A hall of columns.
I-beam: A structural steel member which can be used as
a column or as a beam. The I-beam gains its rigidity through
the displacement of parallel flanges by means of "webbing',
resulting in its characteristic T or 'H' section.
Iconography: The study of visual symbols.
Ideality: The condition of existing in the purist, most
perfect, most essential state.
Illusionism: The creation of scenographic effects to rep
resent something that is not there, as in the pictorial
representation of perspectival space, or the creation of a opti
cal trick, or 'trompe l'oeil' in architecture. See: scenography;
trompe l'oeil.

Intercolumniation: The spacing between columns.
Interlock: To fit or connect together closely (parts or
functions).
International Style: A strain of Functionalist architec
ture which gained its name from a book by Henry Russell
Hitchcock and Philip Johnson, the International Style is char
acterized by the rational standardization of building systems.
International Style architecture is comprised of simple, rect
angular, box-like forms structured by skeletal frames and
clad with glazed curtain walls. See: Functionalism.
Ionic Order: One of the three Greek Orders, originating
around 600 B.C in Asia Minor, characterized by a fluted
shaft, the volutes of its capital, and dentils in the cornice.
Isometric: A kind ofaxonometric drawing in which all
.three visible surfaces of a box-like volume show an equal
degree of distortion.
Jamb: The side of an door, window, niche, or arch.
Jeffersonian grid: A surveying project put into effect by
Thomas Jefferson (1743-]826, president 1801-1809). A regular
grid was laid over the un-colonized land of the United States
to allow the surveying of unmapped territories, and the
commodification of the land.
Juxtaposition: The closeplaceinent of elements
may have no relationship oth;;r than their adjacency.
Keystone: The wedge-shaped central stone of an arch,
considered to be ~prime importance in holding the other
stones, or 'vouss ;rs' in place.
KunstwoIl : Literally, German for 'the will of Art', or the
'Will to Form' Kunstwolle is used in Zeitgeist theories of art
to mean the i eVitability that each age will find its own spe
cific artistic e~pression which will emerge in all media.
Lantern: I.A small roof structure ringed by windows to
emit light into ~.{oof or dome.
Lateral thrust..-.A force direct~ to the side.
Latin cross: A';:ross-witf(~ne crossing member shorter
than the other; a longitudinal church plan in which the
septs and chancel are shorter than the nave.
Linguistics: The study of language; used in archiLec
tural discourse in reference to the specific elem~;;?s
(vocabulary) and compositional norms (grammar or sy¢ax)
which characterize various styles of architecture.
/
Lintel: A horizontal beam which spans the opening be
tween two or more vertical posts.
Literal transparency: A term coined by Colin Rowe and
Robert Slutzky in their essay "Transparency: Literal and Phe
nomenal", 'literal transparency' refers to the unambiguous
and straightforward way in which some compositions permit
light and views to pass through them because of voids, glaz
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ing, thinness, layers and other physical properties. The Bau
haus by Walter Gropius is used in the essay to exemplify
literal transparency.
Local symmetry: Symmetries restricted to a small part
or area.
Longitudinal plan: A plan organized around a central
axis or spine; in ecclesiastical architecture, the
is usually based on the Latin Cross, i.e. a cross wherein
the nave is longer than the transepts and chancel.
Longitudinal section, long section: Long section; a sec
tion cut through the long dimension of a building.
Macrocosm: 1. The universal or overriding concept,
principle, or structure. 2. The universe as a whole.
Mannerism: The style of the late Renaissance, c.1530
1600, characterized by exaggerated scenographic effects, a
critical stance towards linguistic and compositional norms,
and elaborate symbolic or rhetorical programs.
Mansard roof: A roof the lower slope of which is very
steep while the upper part is nearly flat.
Mass production: An industrialized method of produc
tion which uses machinery and technology to make
numerous copies of a prototype or model.
Massing: The basic volumetric organization of a build
ing.
Materiality: 1. The substance, or material characteristics
of an object. 2. The perceived three-dimensionality, weight,
or solidity of an object.
Megaron: In ancient Greece, a single-cell dwelling unit,
with four columns supporting the roof; the main
room in a Greek house.
Metamorphosis: A change in form, structure or sub
stance; a transformation.
Metonymy: A rhetorical trope in which one term is used
instead of another to which it has some logical connection.
Metaphor: A rhetorical trope in which a term or phrase
which literally denotes one thing is used to suggest an anal
ogy with another.
Metope: The spacing between triglyphs in a Doric frieze.
Microcosm: A small part of a system which can be seen
to represent or mirror the whole.
Mimesis: Imitation.
Minimal Existence Dwelling: A design problem central
in Functionalist architecture. Instead of concentrating of
grandiose schemes for wealthy patrons, architect, sought to
address housing needs of the working class by determining
the minimum spatial requirements and amenities required
for a wholesome, dignified life.

ORDER
Minimalism: A style of mid-twentieth century art which
radically restricts compositional elements to simple geom
etries and simple colors.
Model: In the typological theories put forward by A.c.
Quattremere de Quincy, a 'model' refers to something to be
imitated or used as a pattern, as opposed to a 'type', which is
the ideal embodiment of essential properties and organiza
tional features whose structure may be adapted without
strict imitation. See:
Module: A standard, repeatable unit, used to regulate
the proportions in a building.
Monastery: A complex of buildings to house of commu
nity of monks in seclusion from the world.
Montage: A composition made up of photograph.., and
printed images which have been cut up and reassembled.
Monumentality: Having the properties of a monument,
i.e. heroic scale, timelessness, universality, urban promi
nence,
Morphology: Literally a branch of biology which exam
ines the forms and structures of plants and animals, used in
architecture to discuss the study of form,
Mutability: The ability of something to change form or
nature.
Mutule: The sloping, projecting blocks in Doric entabla
tures, said to derive from wooden beams,
Narrative: A story, sometimes used to guide the meta
phoric development of a building,
Nave: The central aisle of a Roman basilica or Christian
basilican church, used by the congregation, (From the Latin
word for ship.)
Neo-Classicism: An eighteenth and nineteenth century
revival of the architectural language (e.g. the Orders), com
positional norms and types from classical antiquity. Unlike
true classical architecture, which was highly inventive within
the limits of the form, Neo-Classicism tended to be more
more rule-bound and more timid.
Neo-Platonism: A school of thought which arose in the
third century A.D. and gained popularity in the Renaissance
and Romantic periods, Neo-Platonism strove to reconcile the
writings of Plato and Aristotle with oriental mysticism. A
belief that earthly beauty revealed glimpses of divine beauty
elevated the status of the artist from that of workman to that
of visionary seer. At the same time, the status of representa
tional art was elevated. Works of art, disparaged in Plato's
system as too removed from truth (the artist's work was a
representation of a perceived object, which was but a repre
sentation of the divine archetype), were prized
Neo-Platonists as direct revelations of the divine archetype.
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tid, '.,·.lllly l'I'vealed glimpses of divine beauty
," lil,' ,'Ilist from that of workman to that
" .\ I II,,· ".lIIlt' time, the status of representa
• Iot .ok" Works of art, disparaged in Plato's
"'''''I'>'.! I,olll truth (the artist's work was a
,d " 1"'"'''Vt''' object, which was but a repre
!I,., oIl\""t' archetype), were prized
. "" .1",·.1 ... ·v.·lalions of the divine archetype.

''''I "".I

Normal language or imagery was believed to be inadequate
in the expression of the supernatural; hence geometry, sym
bolism, proportion, and numerological references were used
to embody truth and conceal knowledge from the profane,
who might otherwise abuse it. Through Neo-Platonic alle
gory and symbolism, many myths, images and structures
which arose in Pagan antiquity were embraced by Christian
ity as precursors of Christian wisdom. See, "Platonic fomiS"
Neo-Plasticism: Another name for the "De Stijl" move
ment, i.e, a Dutch avant-garde movement which flourished
in the early part of the twentieth century. "Neo-Plasticism",
meaning "new three-dimensionality," aimed at the
destruction of the static, stolid, stereometric volumes and ge
ometries of traditional architecture. Instead it proffered a
new dynamism by pulling apart the constituent surfaces of a
volume and replacing them with pure, abstract planes, ren
dered even more abstract and immaterial through the
application of geometric painted patterns in primary colors.
Because the edges of Neo-Plastic constructions did not join
together, a dynamic tension and interlock was achieved with
the surrounding space, See, "De Stijl".
Niche: A recess carved into the thickness of a wall, usu
ally to house a statue, altar or other such element.
Non-hierarchical organization: An organization which
deliberately strives to undermine any absolute, totalizing
idea of center.
Nostalgia: A longing for the past.
Nympheum: Literally, an abode for nymphs; in classical
architecture, a building or area in a garden with cool running
water and abundant foliage.
Obelisk: A tall square-sectioned shaft which tapers up
wards and ends with a pyramid.
Oculus: A circular opening at the top of a dome.
Oneiric: Related to dreams,
Opaque: Not able to be seen through.
Optic: Characterized by the sense of sight.
Optical corrections: Distortions in the ideal geometry of
Greek architecture to compensate for perspectival distortion
or to represent static forces through the building. See
"entasis"
Oratory: 1. A building or chapel designed for orisons, or
prayers or the performance of musical pieces with scriptural
themes. 2, An order of monks whose worship centers on the
performance of oratories.
Order (the Orders): An architectural system based on
the column and its entablature. The Three Greek Orders are
Doric, Ionic and Corinthian; the five Roman Orders are Tus
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can, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite (in relative or
der of development).
Orientation: Direction with relation to the cardinal
points of the compass.
Orthographic Projection: A method of drawing which
presents views of buildings as if they were flattened out and
projected on to a parallel surface. Such draWings eliminate
distortion and can be drawn to scale,
Orthogonal: At right angles; perpendicular or parallel.
Ossuary: A place for the repository of bones and re
mains in funerary architecture.
Painterly: Characterized by pictorial qualities such as
polychromy, strong effects of light, diagonal spatial reces
sion, softly defined outlines, strong gesture, exaggerated
perspectival distortions, etc.
Palladian motif: A triadic window motif whereby a
large arch is flanked by two smaller, !inteled openings.
Palazzo: 1. Italian for large town house. 2, In architec
tural typology: a building form in which a bar of rooms
wraps around a central courtyard.
Palimpsest: A parchment tablet which has been used
many times and consists of multiple layers of text. Any sur
face comprised of the superimposition of multiple layers of
information.
Paradigm: An ideal, a perfect example or model which
defines a category of elements.
Paradox: A seemingly self-contradict()+-ysfatemenI
which expresses a possible truth,
/
Paraline: An axonometric drawin~a kind of architec
tural drawing which represents ~e three-dimensional
appearance of objects in such a wa~that vertical lines remain
vertical, parallel lines remain paraliel, and all lines parallel to
the X, Y and Z axes are drawn t(scale.
Parallax: The apparent dirt'lacement of an object due to
different positions of the obsfrver or the space between the
two eyes of the viewer.
Parapet: The portion of \'l wall which extends above the
\
roof or balcony.
Parterre: A well-manicured formal garden design of or
namental patterns, meant to be\een from above .
"
Parti: From the French verb'p.artir' me'l;:ring 'to leave,'
or a point of departure, used in archlfi'!ctureto designate the
basic organization of a design .
Partition wall: A non-structural wall which delimits
rooms or zones in a building.
Parvis: A courtyard or enclosed space in front of a
church or any other building.
Path: A route along which something can move.

I
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Patronage: Financial support, encouragement of the arts
through the commissioning of works or the provision of
grants.
Pediment: A low-pitched, triangular area of a facade
formed by the junction of two sloped roofs.
Pendentive: A concave curved triangular surface used
to support a dome over a square or polygonal chamber.
Perimeter: The outer boundary of an object or spatial
region (usually in plan).
Perspective: A 15th century geometric construction
based on monocular, immobile vision, linear perspective is
the mathematical representation of three-dimensional objects
on a two-dimensional surface in such a way that the view
point and perceptions of the spectator are replicated,
including the apparent convergence of parallel lines and the
diminution of background objects. A lightening of tone, in
creasingly blue hue, and blurring of outlines represents
depth in atmospheriC perspective.
Phenomenal transparency: A term coined by Colin
Rowe and Robert Slutzky in their essay "Transparency; Lit
eral and Phenomenal", 'phenomenal transparency' refers to
the ambiguous and polyvalent way in which some composi
tions
suggest
transparency
through
overlap,
superimposition, fragmentation and simultaneity. The inter
lock of voided slots of space in Le Corbusier's Villa at
Carches is used in the essay to exemplify phenomenal trans
parency.
Pictorial space: The two-dimensional representation of
three-dimensional space.
Picture plane: In perspective drawing, the forwardmost
surface represented; the flat, framed surface of a painting.
Picturesque: Resembling a painting, visually charming
or interesting.
Pier: A vertical structural masonry mass, usually rectan
in section.
Pilaster: A flattened column, engaged in the wall, with
capital and base, as appropriate to the Order in which it was
designed.
Pillar: A vertical shaft-like support which may be round
or rectangular in section.
Piloti: Vertical columnar supports, from the French term
for structural pillars or stilts. One of Le Corbusier's five
points of architecture states that a building should be sup
ported off the ground by a system of piloti so that the flow of
landscape may remain undisturbed.
Pinnacle: In Gothic architecture, the slender ornamental
turret which terminates buttresses.

ORDER
Plan: 1. An orthographic projection drawing, to scale, of
a horizontal cut through a building, usually taken about 3'
above the floor. 2. The general arrangement of the parts of a
building.
Plan oblique: A kind ofaxonometric drawing in which
the plan of the building remains undistorted.
Plasticity: 1. Three-dimensionality. 2. Capable of being
molded or carved.
Platonic solid: Based on the theories of the Creek
losopher Plato, active 427-437 B.c., Platonic or primary
shapes are rotated or extended to generate primary volumes,
which are the sphere, cylinder, cone, pyramid, and cube.
Plenum: A space filled with matter, as opposed to a
vacuum; a zone of space, the properties of which are differ
ent from those of its surroundings.
Plinth: The lowest part of a column base; any platform
or base for a building.
,/Poche: From the French word for "pocket," used to de-/ /
scribe the substance between the two surfaces of a waJI
which can be carved to form figural spaces.
~
Pointed arch: Characteristic of Cothic architectu e,
formed by the intersection of two arcs, each with a rad' s
to the span of the arch, and drawn from centers on t e
spring line.
Polemics, Polemical: The art of argument; pertaining ~
to controversy, controverSl'',argumentative.
al'
"
Polychromy: Literally, 'many colors', in architecture it
refers to the decorative use of color.
Polymorphism: Having multiple forms,
Polyvalent: Multivalent, i.e, having many meanings, na
tures, or senses,
Portal: A door, gate, or entry, especially one of grand
appearance and scale.
Portico: A colonnaded porch or entry vestibule.
Portico in antis: A porch carved into the body of a build
ing.
Post: A vertical structural element in post and lintel (or
post and beam) construction systems. Vertical posts support
horizontal lintels (or beams) forming the basic structural unit.
Post-Modernism: In architecture, a revival of traditional
architectural forms, ornament and language in an effort to
more directly engage popular culture and in reaction to the
abstraction and Minimalism of Modern Architecture. Theo
retical issues addressed by Post-Modernism include the
structure of the traditional city and urbanism, semiotics, ty
and the linguistic value of architectural signs. In
literary criticism, Post-Modernism refers to interpretation of

works of art by means of nOll 1,,1.11,: '''I. d, ". "".
multiple readings, patterns.lIt.! It''I'.II,,,,1
Prairie House: A kind til ·.11'1'.10 I. .. ".!,
arose in Chicago around til(' """ "I II.. ,," I", .
of Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1'1'''1'''''''' I" II .. I,." •. "d,
of the mid-western
1'''.111 It' Ilnli'"
I l l ' I, >IIlH I
broad horizontal lines of exh'lUj,., I I,'" .,.. ,,,.. I
and horizontally disposed Wllld",,,·.
I", I,,,,,
massive central chimney, II .. · \\,.,11· .. ",.1 ,,,'
houses are pulled apart to bn·.I~ II ... ,I"",,, .. I ,',
house and to provide greatl'1' illlo',1"'''' 1, .•1,,,,, "I,,,., ,
exterior space.
Precedent: Something wi", I, ,.,,'" I""
serve as a justification or basis III, , ... 10-" '1'" "I
Precinct: A space enclos,'" Ior.1 1."" ... 1" \ .. ,
Precolumbian: Culturl's .tltd .,11".,,1 I, "'" iI,.
which date to the period b"ltll"I 1",.1",.1 .. , , .. 1,,,,,1
European colonization.
Prefabrication: Made ill ,.1,,,,.1.,,.1, ,.I
uniform assembly.
Primary Color: Colors 11'011' III", I, ,.II .. II .. ,
derived. Inpainting,red,y.·I1.,\\· .""lld", '" .,.".'
be the primary colors.
Primitive Hut: See Vill'lll·tt'·' II" 1.. ·1 I",· I"
tious) built by humans. Bellt'\"'d I" I·, II" ""I' '" ,,\ II
Order, the idea of a Primiliw Iittl I... I.. ,,, ",.1
!II
I, III, II
I" I!
phor for an authentic, ratlo".11
,1"1i d
1111' I
wl.llcn ornam.entisseen as .t" , ..
joinery.
,d
Process: 1. A series 01 .IIli"It·
particular end; 2. A rule-driv"11 111,1'1"",1,,1 .. , \ I,
tion of form which is an ('11<1 11111'.,·11
Program: A list of rt''1'llll'" "1"'"
",.1 ,.tl
and functional requirem<'IlI.'. "I .1 Io"ti, I""
,,1'1' .
times literary) of a work 01 ,III
Proportion: 1. A ratio "I ',11 .. 111 " I"
comparative relations bdwI"'1I
relation of a part to thl' whol..
Proscenium: Tht.' I'rdl1H'~1 1'1'1 flllq ,OJ ,,!.jlli "d!
stage in theater design.
I! "lilt
Prototype: Anorigiu,tllllllllll'l! dl.
are formed.
Pteron: A COi(lllll.ltll· ·,IIII~HIII.IIII'
" I I I II
templar architectllrt'
", I,
Purism: A school "I .,,! ,1'1", I,
early twentieth century 1'11"'"'' ",,",
.. \ 11,.
egies of ov.'rlapl'tlll', ·,,,,,,,11.,,,,"
I

GLOSSARY
.'111 orlhographic projection drawing, to scale, of
I ,'III Ihrough a building, usually taken about 3'
11111' L. The general arrangement of the parts of a

'11'1 111': II kind ofaxonometric drawing in which
III' hllilding remains undistorted.
Iy: I Three-dimensionality. 2. Capable of being
,Il'v,'d.
'.lIlid: Based on the theories of the Greek phi
",10, ,,<'live 427-437 B.c., Platonic or primary
111111".1 or l'xtended to generate primary volumes,
II' "1'111'1'1', cylinder, cone, pyramid, and cube.
i\ ,"pace filled with matter, as opposed to a
111111' of space, the properties of which are differ
"," "I lis surroundings.
II ... IOWl'st part of a column base; any platform
1'Ilddillg.
h011l Ih,' French word for "pocket," used to de
,,10111.11"'" between the two surfaces of a wall
""rv,'d 10 form figural spaces.
",I'll
l 'haracteristic of Gothic architecture,
I", IlIh'rst'ction of two arcs, each with a radius
"I'"" 01 11ll' 'lrch, and drawn from centers on the

" l'III,'mit-al: The art of argument; pertaining
II', ,,,"Imv,'rsial, argumentative.
IIIIV:
l.il,'rally, 'many colors', in architecture it
,I", "1,IlIv.' liSt' of color.
"hlom: Ililving multiple forms,
III Mlllllv,II,'nt, i.e. having many meanings, na

11'11

:\ .1""1, )"ill,,, or entry, especially one of grand

Ilid

III

III.,

:\ ",I'"111,,,lt'd porch or entry vestibule.
II .11111,,, i\ porch carved into the body of a build

1"'1111 ,t! IIlnll'lural element in post and lintel (or
"I I , '"I1,II'III'li"1l systems. Vertical posts support
>1"1,, 1"1 '''''"I1S) forming the basic structural unit.
1"11110111: III .1I'l·hitecture, a revival of traditional
1""11", Ol'll""lt'llt and language in an effort to
1'111',111',1' 1'''1'"1.11' culture and in reaction to the
1.1 ~IIIIIIII"''''111 of Modem Architecture. Theo
, ,,".11""''''.1 hy Post-Modernism include the
II, 11,"1111,,".11 "ily and urbanism, semiotics, ty_
II" 11111'.11111111' v.llue of architectural signs. In
"III I'""I Mod"l'Ilism refers to interpretation of

works of art by means of non-totalizing structures, such as
multiple readings, patterns and fragments.
Prairie House: A kind of single family house which
arose in Chicago around the tum of the century in the circle
of Frank Lloyd Wright. In response to the horizontal sweep
of the mid-western prairies, Prairie House are dominated by
broad horizontal lines of extended terraces, roof overhangs
and hOrizontally disposed windows. Anchored around a
massive central chimney, the walls and roofs of prairie
houses are pulled apart to break the closure of a traditional
house and to provide greater interpenetration of interior and
exterior space,
Precedent: Something which came before which can
serve as a justification or basis for subsequent things.
Precinct: A space enclosed by a boundary or limit.
Precolumbian: Cultures and artifacts from the Americas
which date to the period before Christopher Columbus and
European colonization.
Prefabrication: Made in standardized parts for easy and
uniform assembly.
Primary Color: Colors f~om which all other colors can be
derived. In painting, red, yellow and blue are considered to
be the primary colors.
Primitive Hut: See Vitruvius; the first structure (ficti
tious) built by humans. Believed to be the origin of the Doric
Order, the idea of a Primitive Hut has been used as a meta
phor for an authentic, rational way in which to build, in
which ornament is seen as an expression of structure and
joinery.
Process: 1. A series of actions or changes leading to a
particular end; 2, A rule-driven methodology for the genera
tion of form which is an end in itself,
Program: A list of required spaces, desired adjacencies
and functional requirements of a building; the subject (some
times literary) of a work of art.
Proportion: 1. A ratio of small whole numbers. 2. The
comparative relations between dimensions or sizes. 3. The
relation of a part to the whole.
Proscenium: The framed opening or frontispiece to a
stage in theater design.
Prototype: An original or model after which other things
are formed,
Pteron: A colonnade surrounding a cella in Greek
templar architecture.
Purism: A school of art which arose in France in the
early twentieth century. Purism makes use of the same strat
egies of overlapping, simultaneity, and figural

interpenetration as Cubism, but silhouettes of the forms are
rendered more in tact.
Pylon: Greek word for "gateway". Used in Egyptian
architecture, a monumental temple entry way of two trun
cated pyramidal towers flanking and attached to a central
gateway. Can also mean either of the flanking towers.
Pythagorean progression: Derived from the number
theories of the ancient Greek philosopher Pythagoras (c.582
c.500 B.c.) the dimensional sequence of point, line, plane and
volume,
Quadrature: A Gothic method of design and proportion
which relies on the interrelationship of square figures.
Radial: Disposed about a central point.
Recursion: The reoccurrence of a form or element at a
different scale or configuration with reference to a shared
origin.
Reflected ceiling plan: An architectural drawing which
projects onto the floor plan information about the ceiling
plan above.
Regulating lines: A network of parallel and perpendicu
lar lines drawn over buildings to determine proportions.
When the diagonals of two rectangles are parallel or perpen
dicular to one an er, they are similarly proportioned,
Reinforce concrete: A construction system which uses
steel mesh r rods inserted in concrete formwork prior to
casting to t ke up structural tensile forces.
Renais ance: Rebirth, specifically the European 15th
century an early 16th century, during which the use of the
Classical or rs were re-examined and re-instated.
Repetitio . The fact of being repeated;~me-otreCtrr-
ring patterns or s pes to organize spare-or form.
Rhetoric: The art ofpersuasfve speech, which makes use
of 'tropes' or poetic figures of speech.
Rhythm: Repetition or system with uniform pattern or
beat recurrence.
Ribbed vault: A compound masonry vault in which the
groins or intersections are marked by projecting masonry
ribs.
Ribbon windows: One of Le Corbusier's five points of
architecture which states that due to the non-load-bearing
nature of the facade, the windows can be continuous around
the surface of a building.
Ridge: The horizontal line at which the roof rafters meet.
Rococo: An architectural style from the eighteenth cen
tury characterized by lavish ornament and abundant
scroll-like, naturalistic stucco decoration.
Roman town, Roman camp: See 'castra'.
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Romanesque: An architectural style prevalent in west
ern Europe from the 9th to the 12th centuries, characterized
a continuation of Roman masonry vaulting techniques,
walls, a preponderance of towers, etc.
Romantic Classicism: An eighteenth and nineteenth
century school of art and literature which conflated the idea
of a Classical revival with Romantic notions of Arcadia. The
Classical works of Schinkel and von Klenze partake in this
tradition.
Romanticism: An eighteenth and nineteenth-century
movement which emphasized imagination and emotion, en
LVlU";~llIb freedom of form. The
effects of nature,
and the sublime were celebrated over a more controlled, ra
tional disposition of form.
Roof garden: A flat, habitable roof terrace; One of Le
Corbusier's five points of architecture states that due to the
use of a column and slab construction systenl, exterior space
is not lost, but can be reclaimed on the roof.
Roof plan: A kind of orthographic projection drawing
which represents the roof of a building as if it were flattened
out and projected on to the ground
Rose window: In Gothic architecture, a circular stained
window built of radiating or concentric tracery pat
terns, usually found in the westworks; also called a "wheel
window" due to the similarity of the
mullions to
the
of a wheel.
Rotation: The act of turning around a central point or
axis.
Rustication: Masonry with indented joints and a rough
surface finish, thought by Renaissance theoreticians to ex
press the 'hand of nature'.
Sacristy: A vestry; a room in a church used by the
for the storage of vestments and sacred
Sarcophagus: An elaborately carved coffin, usuallv of
stone.
Scale. 1. A ratio betw'een two measuring systems or sets
of measurements. 2. A progression or relationship of things
in order of size, importance, etc. 3. The perception of a rela
tionship of the size of an object to that of the human figure.
4. Generic scale: the size of a building relative to its sur
rounding context. 5. Human scale: a building's relation to
the size and proportions of the human body.
Scaling: An increase or decrease of size of a drawing or
an object based on a ratio of measurements or
a
registration between
systems at nr('\f'\orti()n",lh,
lated scales.
Scenae frons: A
organized stage set.
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Scenography, Scenographic: Related to theater set dedesigned to be seen
false perspective.
Schism: Division or separation.
Scholasticism: The dominant Christian philosophy of
the Middle Ages which made use of logic, categories, nu
meration and adumbration in the structure of their
arguments.
Scupper: A water spout.
Secession: A movement in Vienna in the
twentieth
century in which progressive artists in the drde surrounding
Otto Wagner withdrew, or 'seceded;' from the more tradi
tional (academy.
Sdction: An orthographic projection drawing of a verti
a building, drawn to scale.
antics: 1. The branch of philosophy which investi
(signifiers) and what
gates th ~ relationship between
they refer 0 (signifieds); 2. Related to the meaning of words
or other ele ents.
Semiotic : The study of signs.
sequence\A series or order of one
other.
"
Served Space: ~blic rooms whose dear sJ?atial defini
tion is made possible bec.<iuse seconda.ry~fuf[ctions can be
relegated to other rooms (se;;;anrspacer
Servant Space: Subordinate spaces within a building
that support the activities in the major public spaces of the
building. These spaces might include closets, kitchens, me
chanical space, etc.
Shaft: The middle, tubular part of a column which may
or may not be fluted.
Shear: A structural force which characterizes the ten
of one stressed material to slide past another or two
parts of the same material to slide past each other
in a direction
to their plane of contact.
Shift: To
to move from one
to another.
Site: The location of a building. Refers to both the topo
graphical location, and the surrounding built environment.
Skeletal system: A structural system in which structure
and enclosure are understood as independent systems; a
light trabeated framework of posts and beams satisfies struc
tural requirements while enclosure is understood as an
applied skin.
Skin:
the enclosing membrane of a
With a skeletal structure, the skin is non-structural and some
times hung, like a 'curtain wall'.
or flat rectangular volume. Laid
Slab: A thick
hOrizontally, a slab can act as a two-dimensional floor or
ceiling structure. Laid vertically 'slab' describes a simple

building mass wherein " 1I11i1I, 1"''0'11,,,,1.1,,,,'.' ''''''I''
stacked rectangular floor:.
Soffit: The undel'sid,' 01.11' .".1,,10
Space/time: A "on,"'I'""" "I
• . lIld
comprised of three
coordinate (11111<') .;, .•.
Spandrel: Tht..' triangll!'11 .111',\ til 1\1"
iWII .~H I..
arcade, or the area to 111<' :".1,' !II II" ,,,,,,,,1 ]'.111 "I
arch.
Spring line: TIll' !t·v,·1 .11 "III' I, 'Ii .11,10 , .. ,
'springs', inwards frolll ,i'. v''' 1,•. 01 .111 'I ,,,,,
Stasis: The statt< 011",",),. 11,,,1,,,,,1,
Station point: In ~l('r~.pl·III"I· ,II 11,111] Ilw 1'lllId
from which the scent' ih !'l·I",,,·,·,,I. ,
Stereotomy: Thl' silid v "I II II ,
art of
stom' illio '.'"
Stoa: A long porli ....
prornenaide or gathl'l'ing I,LIt t' III ( . I i ' I II' Inkl 11111'
String course: All tlll1,III1 'IILd I l l d l ",d,d 11,111<1
\
articulate a wall or 1",.",1.·
\
Structural Ratiol1 •• li,,,,. .\ I" I" I II,,, ", I,ll.', III'
til

I

\derivesfromth('h()lh.~,tl"I"I""IIHlloi

tlll,tllll'

lilli',

~nd materials in

.1"..1,,1.. , III'" .• "1'1"" ,I, .. II ... "1'1'
Jornament and lilt' IHHI(l\\'IIIf', III I~H'II ,It 11\'1'11

1/ from

one constnh 'I(Ul,)1

',v',h

III

b.

Hltdl"

I

',\",t,'111 II

are contrary In t\w tI,lIoH III ill'
arches in unit 111,1:,,"11
the use of arch ..s
III' •
11111
Structure:
II ...
which hold a bUIld",)·, "I" ,)·.1., ... ,.1 I,
'.111""
,I. HI' III',
zation or
solution to a stalicdl!,,,,,]'I, '11'
Stucco: Plaster, olkll 11',1,1 " I i rl .. ' It 11111 pi III
and for ornamelll,1I w,"I·
Stylobate: III ,I." .. ,.. .1 .11,1 .. 1,. ,,,,, II ... I,!.lfl
r
which a temple or Cnl(lllll.ll k .-,
Sublime:") In~.pHlllr, ,l\\1
1 . .11
IInlll,'II",I"
surable, or unfalhlllll.,bl.'
I 'III

Subtractive fortn:

'.ILlIIo

\,111.1\

been created by a I'""",, .... I ... 1
the removal (If 1'".".:. '" 11,.·
solid.
Superimpositiun: rill' '.1111111,
more forms, OIH' d10p lilt'

'lIoln',b'(1I1

j

\\,111 It
,I

"Ill

Hi'

\ I IH
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"II
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Superposition: '1,\ 111.111' ,n" t ,,,,
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GLOSSARY
'IV, Sn'l1ographic:

Related to theater set de
h, '"'pn in exaggerated, false perspective.
11'1:>""101' separation.
tllll:
TIll' dominant Christian philosophy of
I"~, lV!Jidl made use of logic, categories, nu
,,,Illillbration in the structure of their
I..

\ "',It,'r spout.
:\ IlIovt'tnent in Vienna in the early twentieth
I. I'n>),,/"('ssive artists in the circle surrounding
1'111,dn'W, or 'seceded;' from the more tradiIIl1l II Igraphic projection drawing of a verti
, " h,,"din~ drawn to scale.
'1'1 ... hranch of philosophy which investi
between signs (signifiers) and what
',111 I It'd:;); 2. Related to the meaning of words
II

h

I I ..... Itldy of signs.
:\ ',IT" 'S

or order of one

following an

,.': I',,"lie rooms whose clear spatial defini
II·""lil.. b,'c,luse secondary functions can be
. , 'nnlllS (;;(,I"Vant space).
,II,': :;"bordinate spaces within a building
, ," II\'I'I,'S in the major pUblic spaces of the
"I '." I':, Inight include closets, kitchens, me
l,

IIl1ddl."

I"bllb!' part of a column which may

ikd

110,.1111 .. 1

lorn' which characterizes the ten

"",'d 1I1,jIt'ri.d to slide past another or two

,I fI,,' '"''",' m'lterial to slide past each other
III 11.,," plane of contact.
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,I', " Iwo-dimensional floor or
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building mass wherein a multi-level building is comprised of
stacked rectangular floors.
Soffit: The underside of an architectural element.
Space/time: A conception of a four-dimensional order
comprised of three spatial coordinates (X, Y and Z) and one
temporal coordinate (time). See 'Cubism'.
Spandrel: The triangular area between two arches in an
arcade, or the area to the side of the round part of a single
arch.
Spring line: The level at which an arch curves, or
'springs', inwards from its vertical supports.
Stasis: The state of being motionless.
Station point: In perspective drawing, the point of view
from which the scene is represented.
Stereotomy: The study of three-dimensional solids; the
art of cutting stone into sections of geometric solids.
Stoa: A long portico or covered colonnade used as a
"
promenade or gathering place in Greek architecture.
",. ""
String course: An ornamental horizontal band used to
...... articulate a wall or facade.
'.·-Stnu:tural Rationalism: A belief that architectural form
derives ~ the honest expression of structure, construction
and materiitm,in architecture, as opposed to the applique of
ornament and thej:>orrowing of forms derived rationally
from one constructiona~system to another system in which
they are contrary to the n$re of the materials. (i.e. the use of
arches in unit masonry corl;;truction is structurally rational;
the use of arches in frame cO:\tstruction is not.)
Structure: 1. The rneahs of construction, the elements
which hold a building upright and together. 2. The organi
zation or interrelatiOnShiP;:if various elements. 3. A formal
solution to a statical prohl .
Stucco: Plaster, often iused on the exterior of buildings,
and for ornamental work)
I
Stylobate: In dassikal architecture, the platform on
which a temple or colonni~de is constructed.
Sublime: 1. Inspiripg awe. 2. Lofty, immense, immea
\
surable, or unfathomaIle.
\
Subtractive form:' Shape which is understood to have
\..... been created by~~cess of subtraction from a whole, i.e. by
the._!~moYllLm pieces or the carving out of a void from a
solid.
Superimposition: The simultaneous presence of two or
more forms, one atop the other.
Superposition: To place one layer above another, or to
stack vertically elements one on top of the other. e.g. the
exterior walls of the Roman Colosseum are articulated by
means of superposed columnar orders.

I

I

Symmetry: A mirror-image about an axis; literally,
Latin for'of like measure or proportion'.
Synecdoche: A rhetorical trope in which a part of some
thing stands for the whole.
Tabula rasa: Latin for "blank slate".
Tartan Grid: A column or wall system which is com
prised of bays of unequal dimension, like the weaving of a
tartan plaid.
Tectonic: In the nature of building or construction; the
expression of construction features and joinery,
Temenos: The sacred precinct of a Greek holy site,
Temple: A building dedicated to the worship of gods or
a god. In Classical antiquity, the temple was a free-standing
building comprised of a platform or 'stylobate', an inner sanc
tum, or 'cella', a surrounding colonnade or 'pteron', and a
pedimented roof. 'The 'portico' is the porch-like extension of
the roof pediment, supported by columns. The cult image
was housed within the cella or 'ntWS', accessible only to the
clergy.
Tension: A static force which tends towards the exten
sion and stretching of material. Examples of architectural
element, in tension are cables, suspension bridges, the lower
chords of trusses, etc.
Tholos: A round temple which had either a conical or
domed roof.
Threshold: The stone or surface which lies under a door;
the transition between one spatial domain and another.
Topography: L The physical features of an area of land:
lakes, mountains, etc. 2. The surface configuration of the
land: relative changes in heights and steepness, etc. Topog
raphy lines are graphically indicated by means of dashed
lines which represent contours a given number of feet apart.
Trabeation: A post and beam constructional system, as
opposed to arched construction, (arcuation).
Tracery: In Gothic cathedrals, the ornamental stone
grills and patterns in stained glass or SCTeens.
Transept: The cross-arm perpendicular to the nave in a
basilican church.
Transition space: A space or zone which articulates, cel
ebrates, or prepares for the movement from one place or state
to another.
Translucent: Permitting some light to pass through,
such that objects behind can be seen as dim, blurry figures.
Transparent: Permitting light to pass through such that
objects behind can clearly be seen.
Transverse section: Cross section; a section cut through
the short dimension of a building.
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Travertine: A white porous form of limestone used for
received at the Valley Temple from funerary barges and
makes its way up the causeway to the pyramid tombs.
building.
Vanishing point: In perspective drawing, the points to
Triangulation: 1. A Gothic method of design and pro
portion based on the interrelationship of triangles; 2. In the
which parallel lines converge.
design of structural systems such as trusses or space frames,
Vault: See vaulting.
the joinery of diverse members into triangular cells so that
Vaulting: Arched or otherwise curved covering or roof,
the whole structure remains rigid.
usually made of masonry or concrete. Typical vaults are
barrel, groin and ribbed.
Triforium:
In Gothic cathedrals, the space between
vaulting and the roof of an aisle.
Vegemorphic: Sharing the formal characteristics of
plants.
Trigylph: In Doric architecture, blocks with three verti
cal bars which comprise the Doric frieze.
Vemacular: Relating to local customs and usages; na
Triumphal arch: 1. Ancient Roman: free standing monu
tive; making use of local forms and materials.
mental gateway consisting of three arches (usually A-B-A
Vertical circulation: A means of movement vertically in
pattern) erected to commemorate a military victory. 2.
a building, usually stairs, ramps, and elevators.
Christian church: the transverse wall with arched openings
Vestige, Vestigial: A mark or trace of evidence of some
which separates the chancel and apse form the main body of
thing which no longer exists.
the church.
Vestry: See "sacristy".
Villa: Italian for 'country house' , a house of some size
Trompe l'oeil: Literally, French for 'trick of the eye', a
and distinction; in architectural typology, a free-standing
pictorial or constructed optical illusion.
building, usually organized on the basis of a nine-square
Trope: A rhetorical figure, a figure of speech; a non
grid.
literal use of words i.e. metaphoric or poetic speech.
Vitruvius: Minor Roman architect and theorist, born
Truss: A frame structural member comprised of a com
circa 83-73 B.C., active 46-30 B.C., noted for his 10 book trea
bination of beams and ties to increase the length and rigidity
of the whole. Trusses are usually 'triangulated' i.e., com
tise: De architectura, the only complete architectural treatise
prised of smaller triangular units, to assure the stability of
to survive from antiquity, which became important during
the structure.
the Renaissance.
Tuscan Order: One of the five Roman Orders, this sim
Volute: An ornamental scroll, found on Ionic, Corin
thian and Composi capitals
plest and most massive of the orders may have been derived
from Etruscan-type temples.
Voussoir: A wedge aped block which structures the
Type: In architecture, a class or group of buildings dis
opening of an arch.. See keysto
tinguished by shared formal characteristics and derived from
Webbing: In architectural s~ctures, struts or mem
the same historical sources.
branes which hold apart the primary'chords of a truss or the
Typology: The study of building types and formal orga
flanges of an I-beam.
Weltanschauung: German for 'world iew'.
nizations.
Carolingian or
Westworks: Found at the west end 0
Urban: Relating to the nature or qualities of a city or
town.
/1Wmanesque church, and usually reserved f r and built by
the nobleman of the area, a multi-story galle capped with
Urban fabric: The structure of a city, inclUdingt:tre t
patterns; relationship of public vs. private space; densi of
turrets or towers.
Worm's eye view: A point of view
low on the
built vs. unbuilt space; the character and materiality f the
architecture; the pattern of street set-backs, side lot set
ground looking upwards.
cornice heights, etc.
Zeitgeist: The spirit of the times.
Zoomorphic: Sharing the formal characteristics of ani
Urbanism: The study of cities and urban design.
mals.
Utopia: Literally, "no place", the imaginary island in ~
Thomas More's book by the same name (1516) where a per
fect government and way of life prevailed. "Utopian" has
come to mean any place or state of ideal perfection.
Valley Temple: Part of an Old Kingdom Egyptian com
plex of funerary temples; the corpse of the Pharaoh is

